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‘Gripping ... a compelling and authentic page-turner’ Sunday Mail ‘A must read!’ Reader review ‘A sparkling debut!’
Reader review The first in an exciting new Scottish crime thriller series. Perfect for fans of L J Ross, Val McDermid and
Ann Cleeves.
You have to stop me from hurting anyone else. I don’t want to do these horrible things. Help me before I’m forced to do
it again. And I will do it again because I have no choice. I’ve never had a choice. In a busy shopping centre, a little girl
clutches a teddy bear, clinging to it in the absence of her mother, Katrina. Hours later, Katrina’s body is discovered in an
abandoned building. For Detective Kim Stone, it looks like a quick, functional kill. But Kim’s instincts tell her there’s
more to this senseless murder than meets the eye. What was the motive for killing a young mother out shopping with her
child? Days later, a second victim is found in a local park, her neck broken just like Katrina’s and her six-year-old son
missing. With her colleague, Detective Stacey Wood, working on another unsolved crime and a member of the team
grieving the loss of a close relative, Kim is struggling to make inroads on what is fast becoming a complex case. And
when a handwritten letter from the killer lands on Kim’s desk addressed to her, and pleading for help, she knows time is
running out to bring the little boy home alive. With the support of a handwriting analyst and profiler, Kim and the team
begin to get inside the mind of the killer and make a shocking discovery. Some of the victims have scratch marks on their
wrists. But these are no random scratches. The killer is using them to communicate with someone. The question is… with
whom? And if Kim doesn’t find them soon, another innocent soul will die. The multi-million-copy bestselling Detective
Kim Stone series is every bit as addictive, original and exciting as readers say and you’ll be hooked from the very first
page. Nobody does it better than the Queen of Crime, Angela Marsons. Read what everyone is saying about Deadly Cry:
‘Whoopee The queen of crime is back…this book is a reminder to all her fans what a brilliant crime series this is…Unlike
some long running crimes series, each book always brings something new to the table, whether it be its characters, the
plot, or jaw dropping moments that take the reader by surprise.’ The Book Review Café, ????? ‘Utterly fabulous! I loved
this book so much. The whole series is fantastic and it just gets better and better with every book. Read this in one sitting
as I was literally glued to it. Highly recommend, if I could give it more than 5 stars I would.’ Linda Strong Book Reviews,
????? ‘Angela Marsons writes the type of books that I will literally drop everything just so I can read it.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ????? ‘I honestly don’t know how Angela Marsons gets better and better with each book…My jaw dropped over
and over again and I’m just sitting here so shocked at the end!’ With A Book In Our Hand, ????? ‘I could read Kim
Stone books every day and never get bored, I read this in a day as couldn't put it down.’ NetGalley reviewer, ?????
‘Angela Marsons is the Queen of Crime, and every police team needs a Kim Stone! With a strong, fast paced storyline,
this book will bring tears to your eyes, then have you covering those same eyes for fear of what may happen on the next
page!!’ stardustbookreviews, ????? ‘Reading this series is like catching up with old friends…Yet another brilliant work by
the amazing Angela Marsons!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Oh how much have I missed Kim Stone… you are
guaranteed a story that will grab a hold of you from the start and keep you invested in the outcome right to the very last
page.’ Jen Med’s Book Reviews, ????? ‘Quite simply, Angela Marsons is THE QUEEN of Crime Fiction…Every book of
Angie’s is a masterpiece of storytelling, each so different in theme and incredibly enjoyable to read.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ????? ‘I really love this series. It’s like catching up with friends when I start a new book.’ Alice May Reviews,
????? ‘This is a series that I will never get tired of. The author has a real talent of keeping each book fresh and exciting
with characters you can't help but root for. Long live Kim Stone!’ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
Halifax cop Allan Stanton is a troubled homicide detective who has lost everything, including his family and his sense of
justice. When he finally decides to leave the force and start over, he's assigned a string of murders that all bear the signs
of a serial killer collecting trophies. As Stanton unravels each grisly crime scene, the mounting evidence points
uncomfortably close to him, forcing him to confront a past he'd rather forget--and a dangerous future when the killer
targets Stanton himself.
Deadly LiesA Must Read Crime Thriller
The killer is cunning and ruthless, but even the best killers make mistakes. Emerald O'Brien, author of unpredictable
mysteries packed with suspense, brings you the first thrilling novel in the Avery Hart trilogy that keeps readers guessing
until the final installment. Avery Hart narrowly escapes death after being attacked in the woods of Crown River. Ten years
later... The body of a young woman is discovered along the path of a park in the same town. The next woman to be
attacked survives and reveals a potential link between the current killer on the loose and the attack on Avery years ago.
Noah Cotter, an ambitious new inspector, becomes drawn to the case when his curiosity combines with his attraction to
Avery. The dangerous search for truth appears to be muddied with each shocking secret brought to light as they realize
that when someone is deceived for too long, sometimes...
‘Repent in this life, rejoice in the next...’ A murder made to look like suicide. Another that appears an accident. DI Barton
investigates the tragedies that have shattered a family’s lives, but without obvious leads the case goes nowhere. Then,
when the remains of a body are found, everything points to one suspect. Barton and his team move quickly, and once the
killer is behind bars, they can all breathe a sigh of relief. But death still lurks in the shadows, and no one's soul is safe.
Not even those of the detectives... How do you stop a killer that believes life is a rehearsal for eternity, and their future is
worth more than your own...? Ross Greenwood writes gritty, heart-pounding thrillers, with twists aplenty, and
unforgettable endings. Perfect for fans of Mark Billingham and Stuart MacBride. Praise for Ross Greenwood: 'Move over
Rebus and Morse; a new entry has joined the list of great crime investigators in the form of Detective Inspector John
Barton. A rich cast of characters and an explosive plot kept me turning the pages until the final dramatic twist.' author
Richard Burke What readers are saying about The Soul Killer: 'A very cleverly written book, filled with excitement, murder
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and action.' 'The Soul Killer is a dark and deviously twisted crime thriller with a great psychological twist.' 'Twists a plenty
for this story and it is such an addictive read. It had me guessing and double guessing and changing my mind.' 'This is
dark, it is addictive and it is a wonderfully captivating read and one that I would definitely recommend.' 'This book
exceeded all my expectations, absolutely brilliant read, you won't be able to put down.'>br> 'A real treat for fans of the
crime thriller/Detective thriller genre and heartily recommended.' 'This is a killer story from a very unusual angle and I
really enjoyed it.' 'Wow! What a story!' 'The Soul Killer is a dark and enthralling read that had me constantly on the edge
of my seat.' 'I couldn’t devour it quick enough.' 'A real page turner and an easy five star read' 'Another five star read
which I devoured in one sitting.' 'A real page turner which kept me glued to my seat and got my heart racing. Plenty of
heart in your mouth moments and full of tension and suspense. Highly, highly recommended.' 'The Soul Killer is a 5 star
read and I highly recommend to everyone who enjoys a good gritty crime thriller' 'Wow - fantastic, I read it in a day.'
'What a wonderful read! I love everything about this book.' 'This is a fast paced, gritty and twisted read.' 'A totally
unputdownable read' 'A good, tense ending made this a book that I had a hard time putting down. Highly recommended!'
"Detective DD Warren and Flora Dane must work together to establish what really happened in an apparently open-and-
closed murder case, and whether the perpetrator is innocent - or guilty as charged"--Goodreads.com.
A trail of secrets. A dangerous discovery. A deadly turn. Police officer Sebastian Clifford never planned on becoming a
private investigator. But when a scandal leads to the disbandment of his London based special squad, he finds himself
out of a job. That is, until his cousin calls on him to investigate her husband's high-profile death, and prove that it wasn't a
suicide. Clifford's reluctant to get involved, but the more he digs, the more evidence he finds. With his ability to remember
everything he's ever seen, he's the perfect person to untangle the layers of deceit. He meets Detective Constable Bird,
an underutilised detective at Market Harborough's police force, who refuses to give him access to the records he's
requested unless he allows her to help with the investigation. Clifford isn't thrilled. The last time he worked as part of a
team it ended his career. But with time running out, Clifford is out of options. Together they must wade through the web
of lies in the hope that they'll find the truth before it kills them. Web of Lies is the first in the new Detective Sebastian
Clifford series. Perfect for readers of Joy Ellis, Robert Galbraith and Mark Dawson.
Six teens murdered. A suspect behind bars. A desperate father. In a case this shadowy, the truth is easy to hide. Psychiatrist Dr. Gwen
Moore is an expert on killers. She's spent a decade treating California's most depraved predators and unlocking their motives--predators
much like the notorious Bloody Heart serial killer, whose latest teenage victim escaped and then identified local high school teacher Randall
Thompson as his captor. The case against Thompson as the Bloody Heart Killer is damning--and closed, as far as Gwen and the media are
concerned. If not for one new development... Defense attorney Robert Kavin is a still-traumatized father whose own son fell prey to the BH
Killer. Convinced of Thompson's innocence, he steps in to represent him. Now Robert wants Gwen to interview the accused, create a psych
profile of the killer and his victims, and help clear his client's name. As Gwen and Robert grow closer and she dives deeper into the
investigation, grave questions arise. So does Gwen's suspicion that Robert is hiding something--and that he might not be the only one with a
secret.
?????????? "The escape room is a fabulous setting, the characters are all brilliantly crafted and vivid, and the police procedures expertly
researched. The complex, edge-of-your-seat plot raced along, keeping me hooked from start to finish . . . I can't wait for the next Dove Milson
book." Amanda Brittany, bestselling crime author of The Island House and The Perfect Nanny THE ELECTRIFYING NEW NOVEL
STARRING DETECTIVE DOVE MILSON. Four dead. One clinging to life. A tragic accident or is someone out to kill? Detective Dove Milson
is called out to a gruesome scene under the pier: four bodies floating in a flooded escape room. The chamber is meant to flood with seawater
as the tide rises. But the water release valve has been tampered with and the ladder out of the top hatch has been removed. The entrance
has also been broken into, and the CCTV from the night is missing. What really happened after midnight in room 6? Dove discovers one of
the dead was a person of interest in a cold case. Five years ago, a young woman was assaulted in an abandoned quarry and she's been in a
coma ever since. What's the connection and are they related to a string of attacks on the beach? One thing is clear. Dove's in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse with someone and only one of them will escape with their life. Perfect for fans of Cara Hunter, K.L. Slater, Robert
Bryndza, Helen Fields, Helen H. Durrant and Angela Marsons. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT D.E. WHITE: "This mystery thriller
novel is wrapped in loads of sinister suspense and will have you clambering to the edge of your seat . . . full of twists and turns you would
never expect!" The Daily Mirror, on Glass Dolls ?????????? "What a rollercoaster of a book!" Jacqueline "I couldn't stop reading, I had to
know what happened next!" Amy ?????????? "A very strong plot with twists and turns to keep you guessing along the way." Michelle
?????????? "Incredibly well-written with so many twists I finished it in less than a day." Alyce ?????????? "Without doubt this is the best thriller
I have read this year so far." Barbara "A perfect read for a cold winter night. Just don't expect to be able to put it down!" Victoria Dowd, award-
winning author of The Smart Woman's Guide to Murder "Another cracker of a book." Aileen G. ????? "I was kept guessing all the way
through. Gripping so gripping you won't put it down." Booklover BEV "Thoroughly enjoyed this!" Nerys R. DETECTIVE DOVE MILSON
SERIES Book 1: GLASS DOLLS Book 2: THE ICE DAUGHTERS Book 3: THE ABBERLEY BEACH MURDERS
The stunning new crime mystery from Solomon Carter. DETECTIVE INSPECTOR JOE HOGARTH UNCOVERS THE TRUTH BEHIND A
NIGHTCLUB MURDER. AND HOGARTH HAS A SORDID SECRET OF HIS OWN. SOME SECRETS ARE SO DARK, SO DEADLY, THEY
CAN'T BE HIDDEN WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES... DI Hogarth, DS Sue Palmer and DC Simmons are called to a murder at a seaside
nightclub. Jake Drummond, a big man with a reputation for extortion, has been stabbed to death. No one saw the killer strike. A young man
disappeared from the scene moments before the murder. The young man has no clear motive, and was gone seconds before Drummond
was killed. But Hogarth can't let go of his suspicions. He decides to track down the missing youth... And soon discovers the motive for the
murder is far older, and far darker than he could have imagined. One man goes missing and a ghost from the past reappears as the darkest
lies of two generations are ruthlessly exposed. One cop takes justice into her own hands. And another may pay the ultimate price. AS
HOGARTH AND THE TEAM PEEL BACK THE LAYERS OF CRIME, THE BODYCOUNT STARTS TO CLIMB... DI Hogarth's reputation
hangs in the balance. And one cop's life hangs by a thread. Secret Affairs. Lies and Betrayal. Murder. And Hogarth's personal life is heading
for a crisis. In an epic conclusion, DI Hogarth and his team race against time to stop a killer who watches their every move. Perfect for fans of
Angela Marsons, Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ruth Rendell, Helen Durrant, Joy Ellis and LJ Ross. If you love to read gripping detective
thrillers with flawed characters and police procedurals with shocking twists and a noir flavour, then the DI Hogarth Darkest series is for you.
Readers have described the Darkest series as a best fit for fans of British crime thrillers, Female detective novels, British crime mysteries,
Police Procedurals, Heist crime thrillers and Noir crime thrillers. A detective murder mystery packed with danger and thrills - The Darkest Lies
is a crime novel you won't want to put down. Setting: Southend-on-sea: Just over an hour from London. A tough and densely-packed
suburban town. A place where wealth and glamour sit cheek-by-jowl with addiction, poverty and crime, sandwiched between the sparkling
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Thames Estuary and a semi-rural hinterland of fields and marshes. When he transferred to the Essex coast, ex-Met Detective Joe Hogarth
might have imagined he was signing up for sun, sea and semi-retirement. But the merry hell of Southend might just have him beat. It's a good
thing this DI doesn't know when to quit... THE DI HOGARTH DARKEST SERIES THE DARKEST LIES THE DARKEST GRAVE THE
DARKEST DEED THE DARKEST TRUTH (coming soon). NOVEL SERIES BY SOLOMON CARTER: LONG TIME DYING series featuring
private investigators Eva Roberts and Dan Bradley THE LAST LINE LUCK AND JUDGMENT LONDON CALLING THE FINAL TRICK For
more information visit SolomonCarter.net
If you only read one thriller this year... “A great modern gothic. Ellison outdid herself— what an ending!” —Catherine Coulter, #1 NYT
bestselling author of VORTEX. Fast-paced and brilliantly unpredictable, J.T. Ellison’s breathtaking new novel invites you to a wedding none
will forget—and some won’t survive. Jutting from sparkling turquoise waters off the Italian coast, Isle Isola is an idyllic setting for a wedding. In
the majestic cliff-top villa owned by the wealthy Compton family, up-and-coming artist Claire Hunter will marry handsome, charming Jack
Compton, surrounded by close family, intimate friends…and a host of dark secrets. From the moment Claire sets foot on the island, something
seems amiss. Skeletal remains have just been found. There are other, newer disturbances, too. Menacing texts. A ruined wedding dress. And
one troubling shadow hanging over Claire’s otherwise blissful relationship—the strange mystery surrounding Jack’s first wife. Then a raging
storm descends, the power goes out—and the real terror begins… You won't be able to guess what happens in the end!
Hannah Morrissey's Hello, Transcriber is a captivating mystery suspense debut featuring a female police transcriber who goes beyond the
limits to solve a harrowing case. Every night, while the street lamps shed the only light on Wisconsin's most crime-ridden city, police
transcriber Hazel Greenlee listens as detectives divulge Black Harbor's gruesome secrets. As an aspiring writer, Hazel believes that writing a
novel could be her only ticket out of this frozen hellscape. And then her neighbor confesses to hiding the body of an overdose victim in a
dumpster. The suspicious death is linked to Candy Man, a notorious drug dealer. Now Hazel has a first row seat to the investigation and
becomes captivated by the lead detective, Nikolai Kole. Intrigued by the prospects of gathering eyewitness intel for her book, Hazel joins Kole
in exploring Black Harbor's darkest side. As the investigation unfolds, Hazel will learn just how far she'll go for a good story—even if it means
destroying her marriage and luring the killer to her as she plunges deeper into the city she's desperate to claw her way out of.
The case was closed. Until people started dying... DI Thomas Ridpath was on the up in the Manchester CID: a promising detective who
captured a notorious serial killer. But ten years later he’s recovering from a serious illness and on the brink of being forced out of the police.
Then the murders began, in an uncanny echo of his first case. As the death count grows, old records, and bodies, go missing. Caught in a
turf war between the police and the coroner’s office, Ridpath is in a race against time. A race to save his career, his marriage, and innocent
lives. When a detective disappears everything is on the line. Can Ridpath save his colleague? A nail-biting crime thriller, perfect for fans of
Mark Billingham, Peter James and D. S. Butler.
A follow-up to In the Woods finds a traumatized detective Cassie Maddox struggling in her career and relationship with Sam O'Neill while
investigating the unsettling murder of a young woman whose name matches an alias Cassie once had used as an undercover officer. 50,000
first printing.
Serial killings, child abductions, organised crime hits and domestic murders. This is the memoir of a homicide detective. Here I am: tall and
broad, shaved head, had my nose broken three times fighting. Black suit, white shirt, the big city homicide detective. I've led investigations
into serial killings, child abductions, organised crime hits and domestic murders. But beneath the suit, I've got an Om symbol in the shape of a
Buddha tattooed on my right bicep. It balances the tattoo on my left ribs: Better to die on your feet than live on your knees. That's how I
choose to live my life. As a cop, I got paid to catch killers and I learned what doing it can cost you. It cost me marriages and friendships. It
cost me my reputation. They tell you not to let a case get personal, but I think it has to. Each one has taken a piece out of me and added a
piece, until there's only pieces. I catch killers - it's what I do. It's who I am. Gary Jubelin was one of Australia's most celebrated detectives,
leading investigations into the disappearance of preschooler William Tyrrell, the serial killing of three Aboriginal children in Bowraville and the
brutal gangland murder of Terry Falconer. During his 34-year career, Detective Chief Inspector Jubelin also ran the crime scene following the
Lindt Cafe siege, investigated the death of Caroline Byrne and recovered the body of Matthew Leveson. Jubelin retired from the force in
2019. This is his story
The perfect family? Or the perfect lie? Gunshots ring out on the sweltering summer air, shattering the peaceful silence. The stench of exhaust
fumes and burning rubber fill the humid breeze as the car's wheels spin against the embankment. In front of the car, a girl lies hunched, her
blonde hair stained red. Her light summer dress is torn. She's missing a sandal. Part of her wishes she were dead. Inside the car, the girl's
father is slumped over the steering wheel. Behind him, the girl's mother lies motionless. The forest is eerily quiet, silenced by the violence,
while the shadows of the trees protect the carnage. Crime and justice are Detective Faith Whyte's business. Murder is her speciality. Faith
thinks she has seen it all, until she investigates the brutal killing of a family in Killarney National Park. However, the killer is closer than she
thinks, and Faith must open her eyes before someone else becomes the victim of a dark and deadly mind. Faith has spent a lifetime running,
but the past is about to catch up with her. Now, she must surrender to the present and trust her instincts more than ever. What happens when
the present collides with the secrets of the past? Find out in Whyte Lies, a story about family secrets, the ties that bind, and the true cost of
the lies we tell. A page-turning thriller full of suspense. Discover a gripping new series of detective thrillers, set against the beautiful backdrop
of Killarney, County Kerry, Ireland - WHYTE LIES - buy now at a special launch price. Look out for more from DCI Faith Whyte. The dead are
silenced, but Detective Faith Whyte will stop at nothing to give them a voice. 1. WHYTE LIES 2. WHYTE HEAT - coming Autumn 2016 -
available to preorder now Beware the person with nothing left to lose. It was just a fling, one last flirtation before settling down. But what starts
off as a bit of fun, soon becomes the biggest mistake of Irene Kennedy's life.
He’s lying next to you. He’s not breathing. . . . And the killer might have been you. Detective Chief Inspector Jonah Sheens is on the trail in
this explosive crime novel from the acclaimed author of She Lies in Wait and Watching from the Dark. “Secrets and self-sabotage abound in
this gripping psychological thriller.”—The Guardian Louise wakes up. Her head aches, her mouth is dry, her memory is fuzzy—but she
suspects she’s done something bad. She rolls over toward her husband, Niall. The man who, until recently, made her feel loved. But it’s not
Niall lying beside her. In fact, she’s never seen this man before. And he’s not breathing. . . . As Louise desperately struggles to piece her
memories back together, it’s clear to Jonah Sheens and his team that she is their prime suspect—though they soon find she’s not the only
one with something to hide. Did she do it? And, if not, can they catch the real killer before they strike again? In this gripping novel, a young
woman finds that trying to make sense of her life’s bad choices might prove the most dangerous reckoning there is.
Finally we’re playing a game. A game that I have chosen. I give one last push of the roundabout and stand back. ‘You really should have
played with me,’ I tell her again although I know she can no longer hear. Late one summer evening, Detective Kim Stone arrives at Haden
Hill Park to the scene of a horrific crime: a woman in her sixties tied to a swing with barbed wire and an X carved into the back of her neck.
The victim, Belinda Evans, was a retired college Professor of Child Psychology. As Kim and her team search her home, they find an
overnight bag packed and begin to unravel a complex relationship between Belinda and her sister Veronica. Then two more bodies are found
bearing the same distinctive markings, and Kim knows she is on the hunt for a ritualistic serial killer. Linking the victims, Kim discovers they
were involved in annual tournaments for gifted children and were on their way to the next event. With DS Penn immersed in the murder case
of a young man, Kim and her team are already stretched and up against one of the most ruthless killers they’ve ever encountered. The clues
lie in investigating every child who attended the tournaments, dating back decades. Faced with hundreds of potential leads and a bereaved
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sister who is refusing to talk, can Kim get inside the mind of a killer and stop another murder before it’s too late? The addictive new crime
thriller from multi-million copy, number one bestseller Angela Marsons explores the dark side of child prodigies and will have you absolutely
hooked. Read what everyone is saying about Child’s Play: ‘The must-read thriller for the year. Fabulous characters and well written. I can't
wait to read more by this author.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘I have nothing but praise for this amazing series, 11 books and counting and
the series keeps getting better with each instalment. I highly recommend this series to all fans of original high -quality mystery thrillers.’
Bookish ????? ‘Angela Marsons pushes the limits again to bring us the best of crime fiction! To me, reaching a point where you trust an
author this much with your precious time, is invaluable… This is why finding your happy place, your go-to people, your - rather deadly -
dreamland is the best feeling in the world and I must thank Angela Marsons for never letting me down…’ Chocolate’n’Waffles ????? ‘Loved
loved this book, Angela has done it again, just brilliant. This story is great pulls you in from the first page and never lets go…Get it, read it, you
won't be disappointed.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘The quality of Angela Marsons writing has never diminished over the entire series. The
release of a Kim Stone novel is an event to look forward to. Full of engaging characters and humour this series is fast becoming one of my
favourites. I wish I could give it more than 5 stars because it certainly deserves it. Excellent and I happily recommend it and the series to
anyone.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘Superb!!... one of the best openings to a book I have read…DI Kim Stone is one of my favourite all time
characters in this genre… This is one of the best books in the series and as this is already book 11 in the series that says a lot as not a lot of
authors can keep producing books this strong and so well written - very, very highly recommended!!’ Donnasbookblog ????? ‘Wow, Wow,
Wow, Wow Wow!!! How did I not see any of that coming!...I could barely put the book down…’ Rachel’s Random Reads ????? ‘Marsons for
me is the QUEEN of this genre. She knows how to add the human touch to each story and I just adore her. Bloody FABULOUS.’ Postcard
Reviews
Six friends. One killer. Who do you trust? A teen girl is missing after a night of partying; thirty years later, the discovery of her body reopens a
cold case in “a scorching portrait of friendship and its betrayal.” (Nicci French). “This enjoyably chilling suspense tale . . . conveys both the
thrills and the dangers of being a teenager on the brink of adult independence.”—The New York Times Book Review On a scorching July
night in 1983, a group of teenagers goes camping in the forest. When they wake in the morning the youngest of their group, Aurora Jackson,
has disappeared. An exhaustive investigation is launched, but no trace of the teenager is ever found. Thirty years later, Aurora’s body is
unearthed in a hideaway that only the six friends knew about, and Jonah Sheens is put in charge of solving the long-cold case. Back in 1983,
as a young cop in their small town, he had known the teenagers—including Aurora—personally, even before taking part in the search. Now
he’s determined to finally get to the truth of what happened that night. Sheens’s investigation brings the members of the camping party back
to the forest, where they will be confronted once again with the events that left one of them dead and all of them profoundly changed forever.
This searing, psychologically captivating novel marks the arrival of a dazzling new talent, and the start of a new series featuring Detective
Chief Inspector Jonah Sheens. Praise for She Lies in Wait “A novel that literally makes you hold your breath then gasp out loud.”—Val
McDermid “She Lies in Wait is an atmospheric, deeply satisfying, well-written mystery whose resolution rings true after lots of false leads and
blind alleys. A remarkably adept first novel. One hopes there will be many more to come.”—Daily Herald “The mystery intrigues and twists,
offering enough red herrings and moments of police procedural to please fans of the genre.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “What a
marvel! A corkscrew-twisty, knife-sharp thriller—yet it doubles as a tender ode to loss and longing. Prepare to be haunted.”—A. J. Finn, author
of the New York Times bestseller The Woman in the Window
Her sister’s boyfriend. Her worst nightmare. On the night of her mother’s wake, Ewan kisses a shocked Ruby. They both agree to pretend
that the kiss never happened – in fact, according to Ewan, no one even needs to know he walked Ruby home. Because Ewan is seeing
Ruby’s sister, Sophie. He’s been wonderful to Sophie, comforting her after her mother’s murder and taking care of her little kids, too. In
short, he’s been the perfect boyfriend. This was just a stupid mistake. But when Ruby learns of another woman's murder close to Ewan’s
route home on the night of the kiss, she fears that her lie has left her sister in terrible danger. After all, how well do the sisters really know
Ewan? How well do they know each other? And are they sure they know the truth about what really happened on the day their mother died?
A gripping and unputdownable thriller that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning. Perfect for fans of Claire McGowan,
Sue Watson, and Jackie Kabler. Read what everyone is saying about One Good Lie: ‘Oh my GOODNESS!! I absolutely loved this... It got to
the point where I was suspecting every single character in the book... The ending was twisty, thrilling, scary and, best of all, satisfying. Truly a
wonderful psychological thriller that kept me captivated throughout!’ Shalini Boland, author of The Secret Mother, ????? ‘Jane Isaac never
lets us down; this is fast-paced storytelling at its best. One Good Lie is a chilling, unputdownable read, packed with menace and suspense
and increasingly claustrophobic as we are sucked ever deeper into Ruby and Sophie’s lives. Highly recommended!’ Linda Huber, author of
Baby Dear, ????? ‘A page-turning family drama where no one is quite what they seem, One Good Lie is expertly plotted and brilliantly
executed.’ Susi Holliday, author of The Last Resort ‘An exciting psychological thriller that will appeal to fans of Ruth Ware, Greer Hendricks,
and Sarah Pekkanen... Excellently-written, well-plotted... I sped through this book and finished it in a day... If you're a fan of the thriller genre,
you won't regret checking out this book’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Absolutely kept me on the edge of my seat. I couldn’t wait to find out
what happened. The ending didn’t disappoint. I highly recommend this one.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘Book drought over! Hooked from
page one, didn't stop reading until silly o'clock, had a few hours’ sleep, walked the dog then dived back in to finish. Totally believable
characters, great plot... Plus a moving depiction of how easily one can get caught up in a controlling relationship.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘5
Stars! Highly recommend. It was hard to put this book down. It was a fast paced story full of suspense. I was hooked from the first chapter.
This thriller was fun to read. I absolutely loved this story of two sisters. Well written, well plotted, engaging characters.’ NetGalley Reviewer,
????? ‘This is my first book by this author but it won't be my last! This book had intrigue, suspense, action, and a big whodunnit!! I usually
can figure out who did it but this one had me shocked at finding out who it was! I definitely recommend reading this book!’ NetGalley
Reviewer
One English Country Village - Two Missing Girls - Three Dead Bodies (so far...) - And loads of Poison Pen Letters Sasha Blue drinks too
much, smokes too much, and has bad luck with men. She also dreams of one day opening her own detective agency. When her niece goes
missing in the English village of Parva Crossing, Sasha leaves London, and books herself into the local pub to put her detective skills to the
test, with the help of attractive local artist, Cal. Quaint and pretty at first glance, Parva Crossing, sliced in two by the Black River, has a darker
underbelly of hidden secrets and lies, madness, crime, misunderstandings, and even murder. Among its varied residents, Dorothy Newton
spends her time spying on her neighbours from her windows, while her husband, George, worries obsessively about his elderly mother, all
alone in her cottage. Mrs Pringle runs the local chemist, providing a running commentary on village scandals, not that she's a gossip, mind...
while Barbara Fenton sits alone in her garden, at night, seeking the bottom of a vodka bottle. Sasha is determined to uncover the truth behind
the cruel poison pen letters that someone is sending, and in doing so, finds out secrets that some residents thought were hidden for good.
But would they stoop to murder to keep their past a secret? And why does it seem that two different people are sending the letters? Will the
poisonous letters lead her and the police to her missing niece? Who keeps dumping bodies in the Black River? Does the village have more
than one killer, or is there a serial killer in their midst? Murder, mystery, romance, and light humour all weave their way through this
psychological crime suspense thriller, as village lives are changed forever. Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, Ruth Rendell, and Sue Grafton.
Introducing Sasha Blue, London's newest wannabee detective. Single, mid-thirties, and flawed, she's many women's relatable heroine.
Village Lies is book one in The Sasha Blue Mystery Series. Book two, Graphic Lies, releases later this year.
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How long can you get away with murder? In an idyllic Sussex town, Mr Quinn whispers a secret on his death bed. Hours later the person who
cared for Quinn is killed. Mr Quinn's secret sets off events unlike anything Detective Grant and Psychologist Ruby Silver have ever seen. A
series of deaths follow as a killer tries to cover their twenty-year trail of murder by drowning. Grant, Silver and the team must track a killer who
has been getting away with murder for years. But when treachery, corruption and secrets from the past are used against Sergeant Tom
Delaney, the killer turns their attention to one of Grant's own...
OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD #1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLING SERIES "Compelling at every turn! The Girl in the Ice grabs
us from the first page and simply won't let go." --Jeffery Deaver, #1 internationally bestselling author Her eyes are wide open. Her lips parted
as if to speak. Her dead body frozen in the ice...She is not the only one. When a young boy discovers the body of a woman beneath a thick
sheet of ice in a South London park, Detective Erika Foster is called in to lead the murder investigation. The victim, a beautiful young
socialite, appeared to have the perfect life. Yet when Erika begins to dig deeper, she starts to connect the dots between the murder and the
killings of three prostitutes, all found strangled, hands bound and dumped in water around London. What dark secrets is the girl in the ice
hiding? As Erika inches closer to uncovering the truth, the killer is closing in on Erika. The last investigation Erika led went badly wrong...
resulting in the death of her husband. With her career hanging by a thread, Erika must now battle her own personal demons as well as a killer
more deadly than any she's faced before. But will she get to him before he strikes again? "A riveting page-turner. An astonishingly good plot
with perfectly drawn characters and sharp, detailed writing. The Girl in the Ice is a winner." --Robert Dugoni, #1 Wall Street Journal
bestselling author
When a nurse is murdered, Detective David Grant recognises the hallmarks of a serial killer called Travis. Twenty-five years ago,
Grant caught Travis for the murder of five women and the murderer has been incarcerated ever since. A frail sixty-year-old, Travis
is in the terminal stages of cancer. The problem is, he was at the hospital in the custody when the nurse was murdered.
Determined to solve the case, Grant recruits a specialist to his team, Ruby Silver, a top criminal profiler. But Ruby is hiding
something from her colleagues. Who is the killer and what is their motive? Grant and the team must work quickly to solve the case
as the body count rises. The end is just the beginning...
‘OMG!!! SHUT THE FRONT DOOR!!! WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO US ANGELA!!!! JUST WOW!!!! Seriously love, love LOVED
this book!!!!..I was on the edge of my seat, biting my nails whilst feeling my heart pounding into the silly hours of the morning...one
of the best books I have ever read!!!’ Bookworm86, ????? Her stomach lurches as she sits in the windowless room. He throws her
phone to the ground, grinds it against the floor with the heel of his shoe and brings his face closer to hers. There was no turning
back now, her life as she knew it was gone. When Detective Kim Stone is called to a local business, what she sees leaves her
speechless. The photo on the driving licence bears little resemblance to the man laid out before her, and she knows she’s up
against the most twisted killer she has ever encountered. But as she breaks the devastating news to the victim’s wife, Diane
Phipps, Kim can’t help feeling that something isn’t quite right about the woman’s reaction. Twenty-four hours later, Diane and the
rest of the victim’s family disappears into thin air. Then a second body is found staked to the ground in a local nature reserve.
Desperate to crack the case open quickly, Kim and her team unravel a vital clue – a fiercely guarded secret that links both victims
and could cost even more lives. A secret that some police officers are also protecting. Faced with deceit from those she should be
able to trust, family members who won’t talk, and local reporter, Tracy Frost, opening a can of worms on the case of a woman
murdered by her husband a year ago – Kim is in deep water like never before. Kim must find the motive if she is to find the killer
who is systematically targeting his victims. But can she unlock the shocking truth and stop him before he strikes again? An
absolutely jaw-dropping crime thriller from the number one, multi-million-copy bestselling author of the incredibly addictive
Detective Kim Stone series. What readers are saying about Twisted Lies: ‘The jack, queen, king and ace of crime fiction…It keeps
on delivering, and you can't stop reading it until the fantastic ending…Another mesmerizing and riveting read! I find it insulting to
even rate it giving between one to five stars, because how many stars should you give to the sun?’ The World Is Ours To Read,
????? ‘I must have uttered WTF out loud and in full many times…this may just be the best one in the series so far. I read it one
afternoon…I devoured the pages, and couldn't get enough.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, ????? ‘The most gripping, complicated,
compelling and exciting outing for Kim Stone yet. You really won't be able to put it down.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘You are
thrown straight into the action…I was invested in this book from the first page…gripping, thrilling and the plot moves at a great
pace…my favourite book of the year.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Gripping, clever, unputdownable, thrilling and the plot moves at a
great pace…I dare to say that this one is the best of the fourteen Kim Stone books…This book deserves MORE THAN FIVE
STARS…’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘You won’t want to put it down until you’ve finished…chilling, brutal and stomach churning…I
did find myself reading open mouthed as the plot begins to unfold...will make your heart beat faster and keep you hooked from the
first page…Angela Marsons is undoubtedly the Queen of Crime!! Fab, fab, fab – what more can I say!!’ Stardust Book Reviews,
????? ‘WOW! Just Wow! This book has taken me on an emotional roller coaster… I’ve definitely given this book 6 out of 5.’
John’s Book Shelf, ????? ‘Exceptional…I was hooked from the very first page…1000% recommend this series and author.’
NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Each book just gets better and better, I always feel like doing a little happy dance when I see a new
book is coming out…kept me turning the pages at a rapid rate, I read it in one sitting. Kim and her team almost feel like family…’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘You know it’s a fantastic book when you start it in the afternoon, hurry through all your normal ‘life
chores’ in a race to get into bed and continue reading…totally worth a night of uninterrupted, heart-pumping reading!’
BookwormCatLady, ?????
A dark secret. A haunted past. And a house full of lies. When two teenage girls vanish without a trace from an educational retreat
at Chidlow House in Lincolnshire, the students and teachers are put on high alert. Called in to investigate, Detective Karen Hart
questions everyone who came into contact with the two girls, Cressida and Natasha, in the days leading up to their disappearance.
Stories of Chidlow House being haunted abound, but Hart--still coming to terms with the suspicious circumstances surrounding the
tragic loss of her own family--knows that while the house might be otherworldly, the crime is grimly real. But nothing is quite as it
seems at Chidlow House. When it becomes clear that someone at the estate must know more than they're letting on, Hart faces a
race against time to find the culprit and save the girls. While there is no shortage of suspects, Hart comes up against one dead
end after another. And when she too begins hearing eerie whispers in the walls, she is forced to wonder: was she too quick to
dismiss Chidlow's supernatural reputation?
Time is running out... When six-year-old Emily and four-year-old Lisa are abducted from their grandparent's house, Detective
Grant and psychologist Ruby Silver race against time to find them. The family have their fair share of enemies and when they
receive a ransom demand from the kidnapper, secrets from the past come to light. Then a murder throws the investigation into
turmoil as treachery and lies threaten to tear the family apart. Who is responsible for the abduction and why? And could the
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answers lie closer to home than anyone ever imagined?
In the latest action-packed thriller from the award-winning novelist who writes with ‘the pace of Lee Child, and the heart of Harlan
Coben,’ ex-military bodyguard Ryan Lock plunges into the nightmare world of sex trafficking. When fourteen-year-old Kristin Miller
goes missing from her quiet home in the San Fernando Valley, her desperate family turn to ex-military bodyguard, Ryan Lock.
Along with his partner, Marine Corps veteran Ty Johnson, Lock sets out on a journey that takes him deep into a dark, disturbing
and violent world, where young women are selected, groomed and then exploited by ruthless predators. With law enforcement’s
hands tied, Lock dispenses his own brand of street justice as he tracks down Kristin, taking revenge on anyone who stands in his
way. Can he get to her before it’s too late?
INTRODUCING THE NEW SERIES BY BEST-SELLING, CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR GRETTA MULROONEY 'It
succeeds from the first pages.' - Annemarie S. DETECTIVE INSPECTOR SIV DRUMMOND IS LOOKING FOR A FRESH START.
WHAT SHE GETS IS TWO DEAD BODIES. It's Detective Inspector Siv Drummond's first day back on the job, joining a new team
in a new town. This fresh start isn't going to be easy. Still mourning the death of her husband, she must push aside her grief to
focus on her first case. Lauren Visser and Matis Rimas are found stabbed to death in the idyllic woodland by the River Bere. Their
mutilated bodies lie within feet of each other. A photograph of an unknown girl sits on Lauren's chest. She was an activist and wild
swimmer. He was fishing illegally. WHAT IS THEIR CONNECTION? Siv and her team start ruling out suspects, but no one tells
the truth when everyone has something to hide. What will be dredged up by the investigation? CAN DI SIV DRUMMOND FIGHT
THE CURRENT OF LIES OR WILL SHE BE SWEPT AWAY? Elegantly written, THESE LITTLE LIES is a masterclass in slow-
burning suspense that will keep you turning the pages into the early hours. Perfect for fans of Robert Galbraith, Tana French,
Liane Moriarty, Rachel Cain or Ruth Rendell. MEET THE DETECTIVE Detective Inspector Siv Drummond is widowed following a
tragic accident involving her husband. With everything in London reminding her of the past, she moves from a high-profile squad
with the Met to a new job as DI in her old home town - sleepy, seaside Berminster. She's still grieving and lonely, but she's a
fighter and she's smart, which earns her the respect of her colleagues DS Ali Carlin and DC Patrick Hill, and the grudging approval
of her DCI, who wants his protégé to get her job. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THESE LITTLE LIES 'I loved this first in
the DI Siv Drummond series, may there be many more to follow. I couldn't put the book down, but tried to read slowly...didn't want
it to end. It's great having a book that you can't wait to get back into.' - Hannelore C. 'I thoroughly enjoyed These Little Lies which
is a good procedural with several twists and a well concealed motive and perpetrator.' - Elaine T. 'Enjoyed it immensely - read it in
one day, ignoring all else.' - Aileen G. 'The first in the series can often be a difficult thing... you've got to set up the scenes and the
characters. This one did it well.' - Louise T. PREVIOUS PRAISE FOR GRETTA MULROONEY 'A pleasure to read.' - The
Independent 'A beautifully written book, a magnificent read.' - Big Issue 'A memorable tale with a shocking denouement.' - Time
Out 'A psychological tale echoing Barbara Vine.' - The Bookseller 'I had plenty of guesses, all of them wrong so the novel held my
attention throughout. The pacing is excellent.' - E. Tomasso 'The book moves along at a steady pace and gains momentum as it
progresses. There are many twists and turns along the way as the reader is caught up in the intrigue and suspense towards a real
jaw dropping shocker of an ending nobody will see coming.' BOOKS n ALL 'A thoroughly enjoyable read and extremely well
thought out. Had me puzzled as an avid crime reader.' Carole 'A fascinating read with many twists and turns that keeps you
guessing to the end. A must read.' Greta H. ALSO BY GRETTA MULROONEY THE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE SERIES
BOOK 1: THE LADY VANISHED BOOK 2: BLOOD SECRETS BOOK 3: TWO LOVERS, SIX DEATHS BOOK 4: WATCHING
YOU BOOK 5: LOW LAKE BOOK 6: YOUR LAST LIE
In this gripping debut procedural, a young London policewoman must probe dark secrets buried deep in her own family’s past to
solve a murder and a long-ago disappearance. Your father is a liar. But is he a killer? Even liars tell the truth . . . sometimes.
Twenty-six-year-old Cat Kinsella overcame a troubled childhood to become a Detective Constable with the Metropolitan Police
Force, but she’s never been able to banish these ghosts. When she’s called to the scene of a murder in Islington, not far from the
pub her estranged father still runs, she discovers that Alice Lapaine, a young housewife who didn’t get out much, has been found
strangled. Cat and her team immediately suspect Alice’s husband, until she receives a mysterious phone call that links the victim
to Maryanne Doyle, a teenage girl who went missing in Ireland eighteen years earlier. The call raises uneasy memories for
Cat—her family met Maryanne while on holiday, right before she vanished. Though she was only a child, Cat knew that her
charming but dissolute father wasn’t telling the truth when he denied knowing anything about Maryanne or her disappearance. Did
her father do something to the teenage girl all those years ago? Could he have harmed Alice now? And how can you trust a liar
even if he might be telling the truth? Determined to close the two cases, Cat rushes headlong into the investigation, crossing
ethical lines and trampling professional codes. But in looking into the past, she might not like what she finds. . . .
Meet Amy Winter: Detective Inspector, daughter of a serial killer. DI Amy Winter is hoping to follow in the footsteps of her highly
respected police officer father. But when a letter arrives from the prison cell of Lillian Grimes, one half of a notorious husband-and-
wife serial-killer team, it contains a revelation that will tear her life apart. Responsible for a string of heinous killings decades ago,
Lillian is pure evil. A psychopathic murderer. And Amy's biological mother. Now, she is ready to reveal the location of three of her
victims--but only if Amy plays along with her twisted game. While her fellow detectives frantically search for a young girl taken from
her mother's doorstep, Amy must confront her own dark past. Haunted by blurred memories of a sister who sacrificed herself to
save her, Amy faces a race against time to uncover the missing bodies. But what if, from behind bars, Grimes has been pulling the
strings even tighter than Amy thought? And can she overcome her demons to prevent another murder?
The fourth riveting novel featuring the incomparable Dr. Samantha Owens, by critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling author J.T.
Ellison “WHAT LIES BEHIND grabs you by the throat and doesn’t let go. Ellison is a great talent—enjoy.” —Catherine Coulter, # 1 New York
Times bestselling author Waking to sirens in the night is hardly unusual for Sam Owens. No longer a medical examiner, she doesn’t lose
sleep over them, but a routine police investigation in her neighborhood has her curious. When her homicide detective friend, Darren Fletcher,
invites her to look over the evidence, she immediately realizes the crime scene has been staged. What would seem to be a clear case of
murder/suicide is anything but. The discovery of toxic substances in hidden vials indicates that something much more sinister is at play… As
Fletch and Sam try to understand what and who they are dealing with, they are summoned to a meeting at the State Department. High-level
officials are interested in what they know and, as the threat of bioterrorism is exposed, seem to be keeping secrets of their own. Unsure who
to trust, Sam and Fletch find themselves up against very powerful people at every stage in the investigation. It’s Sam’s most complex case
yet, and the terrifying reality is beyond anything she could have imagined. Originally published in 2015
Hurt Jill Shannon once, shame on you. Hurt Jill Shannon twice, and she'll bury you six feet under. After running fast and far from her painful
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childhood, Jill Shannon has made it. She has a successful career and is married to Detective Alex Shannon. Together they live out what
seems to be a perfect life in Seattle. The vow she made as a teenager to never again be a victim lies dormant-until one day a reporter lures
her to his hotel room under the pretense of an interview-and suddenly it all comes rushing back. Jill seeks revenge on the reporter, triggering
a series of events that leads Jill down a wormhole of retribution, forcing her to spin an ever-widening web of lies. Meanwhile, Alex is on the
case of a series of murders that began as cyber relationships. There seems to be a familiar fingerprint on these crimes, but Alex refuses to
believe that the murderer could be so close to him. For those who couldn't put down The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo comes a thrilling ride a
la Mr. and Mrs. Smith, where husband and wife stand on opposite sides of a divide created by lies and rooted in a dark and deadly past.
Deadly Lies is Book 1 of the Jill Shannon Murder Series
From the New York Times bestselling author of the “twisty-mystery” (Vulture) novel In a Dark, Dark Wood, The Woman in Cabin 10, and The
Turn of the Key comes Ruth Ware’s The Lying Game. Isa Wilde knows something terrible has happened when she receives a text from an
old friend. Why would Kate summon her and their two friends to the seaside town where they briefly attended the Salten House boarding
school together seventeen years ago? The four friends had quickly bonded over the Lying Game—a risky contest that involved tricking fellow
boarders and faculty with their lies. Now reunited, Isa, Kate, Thea, and Fatima discover that their past lies had far-reaching effects and
criminal implications that threaten them all. In order to protect their reputations, and their friendship, they must uncover the truth about what
really happened all those years ago. Atmospheric and twisty, with just the right amount of chill, The Lying Game will have readers at the edge
of their seats, not knowing who can be trusted in this tangled web of lies.
It had seemed so simple. Get in, get the information, get out. But now they were getting inside her mind and she didn’t know how to stop
them… When Detective Kim Stone is called to the home of Samantha Brown, she finds the young woman lying in bed with her throat cut and a
knife in her hand. With no sign of forced entry or struggle, Kim rules her death a tragic suicide. But a visit to Samantha’s parents ring alarm
bells for Kim – there’s something they’re not telling her. And, when she spots a clue in a photograph, Kim realises she’s made a huge
mistake. Samantha didn’t take her own life, she was murdered. Then a young man’s body is found in a local lake with his throat cut and Kim
makes a link between the victim and Samantha. They both spent time at Unity Farm, a retreat for people seeking an alternative way of life.
Beneath the retreat’s cosy façade, Kim and her team uncover a sinister community preying on the emotionally vulnerable. Sending one of
her own undercover into Unity Farm is high risk but it’s Kim’s only hope if she is to catch a killer – someone Kim is convinced the victims
knew and trusted. With Bryant distracted by the emergence of a harrowing case close to his heart, and an undercover officer in way over her
head, Kim’s neck is on the line like never before. Can she protect those closest to her before another life is taken? An unbelievably gripping
crime thriller from multi-million copy bestseller Angela Marsons that will have you hooked on the Detective Kim Stone series. Read what
everyone is saying about the Detective Kim Stone series: ‘Marsons for me is the QUEEN of this genre. She knows how to add the human
touch to each story and I just adore her. Bloody FABULOUS.’ Postcard Reviews ‘The uber-sharp Kim Stone has to be one of the best
detectives out there.’ Bookpreneur ‘D.I. Kim Stone is the most fascinating character to arrive on the scene since Val McDermid gave us
Tony Hill.’ Mark Edwards ‘Just wow. This is police procedural at its best…It is complex, intriguing, and the writing hooked me in completely.’
Rachel’s Random Reads ‘Her plots are slick, her writing intelligent, and her characters are like family… It's a sign of a phenomenal author to
be able to create that connection between reader and character.’ Emma the Little Book Worm ‘The Kim Stone series is one of the best
crime series ever written.’ Book Addict Shaun ‘I just LOVE this author and LOVE Kim Stone!! If you haven't yet read any of Angela Marsons'
books, you're seriously missing out.’ Relax and Read Book Reviews ‘The Detective Inspector Kim Stone books are nothing short of
brilliant.’ Nigel Adams Book Worm ‘Angela Marsons is a keen observer of human nature, and her wide cast of characters are both
fascinating and distinct from each other…it is immediately clear why her books stand out from the crowd. Chilling and compelling plots, brilliant
characterisation…addictive from start to finish.’ Rachel Abbott ‘If you haven't read any of her books yet then you are seriously crazy! What
are you waiting for!’ Chapterinmylife ‘I blooming love this series. I love Kim, her vulnerability and tenacity, I love the interaction and banter
between the characters.’ Goodreads Reviewer
The true story behind the ITV series, A Confession 'The gripping allure of long-form podcasts, such as Serial' Observer On the evening of
Saturday, 19 March 2011, D.S. Stephen Fulcher receives a life-changing call that thrusts him into a race against the clock to save missing
22-year-old Sian O’Callaghan, who was last seen at a nightclub in Swindon. Steve knows from experience that he has a small window of
time to find Sian alive, but his hopes are quickly dashed when his investigation leads him to Christopher Halliwell, a cabbie with sick
obsessions. Following the investigation as it develops hour-by-hour, Steve’s gripping inside story of the cat-and-mouse situation that ensues
shows how he hunted down Halliwell – his number-one suspect – which led him to the discovery of Sian’s body and another victim, Becky
Godden-Edwards, who had been missing since 2002. The murders shocked the nation and Halliwell become one of the most hated men in
Britain. Since then, he has been linked to several murders and disappearances, and has been called 'sick in the head' by an ex-cellmate for
his unrelenting hatred of women. Catching a Serial Killer is a thrilling, devastating and absorbing look at a real-life murder case and
potentially one of the UK’s most prolific serial killers.
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • In this “spellbinding memoir” (The Washington Post), a private investigator
revisits the case that has haunted her for decades and sets out on a deeply personal quest to sort truth from lies. “Beautifully
written.”—Heather Ann Thompson, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Blood in the Water In 1990, Ellen McGarrahan was a young reporter for
the Miami Herald when she covered the execution of Jesse Tafero, a man convicted of murdering two police officers. When it later emerged
that Tafero may have been innocent, McGarrahan was appalled by her unquestioning acceptance of the state’s version of events. The
revelation propelled her into a new career as a private investigator. Decades later, McGarrahan finally decides to find out the truth of what
really happened in Florida. Her investigation plunges her back into the Miami of the 1960s and 1970s, a dangerous world of nightclubs, speed
boats, and cartels, all awash in violence. She combs through stacks of court files and interviews everyone involved in the case. But even as
McGarrahan circles closer to the truth, the story of guilt and innocence becomes more complex, and she gradually discovers that she hasn’t
been alone in her need for closure. Because whenever a human life is forcibly taken—by bullet, or by electric chair—the reckoning is long and
difficult for all. A fascinating glimpse into the mind of a private investigator, Two Truths and a Lie is ultimately a deeply personal exploration of
one woman’s quest to find answers in a chaotic world.
The stunning new crime mystery series set from Solomon Carter - two thrilling novels with an epic conclusion! DETECTIVE JOE HOGARTH
IS CALLED TO A NIGHTCLUB MURDER AND UNCOVERS A SINISTER SECRET. BUT SOME SECRETS CAN'T BE HIDDEN WITHOUT
DEADLY CONSEQUENCES... AND HOGARTH HAS A SECRET ALL OF HIS OWN... DI Joe Hogarth and his team are called to a murder at
a seaside nightclub. A big man with a reputation for extortion has been stabbed to death, but no one saw the killer strike. A young man
disappeared from the scene moments before the murder. The young man has no clear motive but Hogarth can't let go of his suspicions. He
decides to track down the missing youth... And soon discovers the motive for the murder is far older, and far darker than he could have
imagined. One man goes missing and a ghost from the past reappears as the darkest lies of two generations are ruthlessly exposed. One
cop takes justice into her own hands. And yet another may pay the ultimate price. AS HOGARTH AND THE TEAM PEEL BACK THE
LAYERS OF CRIME, THE BODYCOUNT STARTS TO RISE... DI Hogarth's reputation hangs in the balance. And one cop's life hangs by a
thread. Secret Affairs. Lies and Betrayal. Murder. And Hogarth's personal life is heading for a crisis. In a truly thrilling conclusion, DI Hogarth
and his team race against time to stop a killer who watches their every move. And the action doesn't end there. For another killer waits in the
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wings... in book 2, The Darkest Grave. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ruth Rendell, Helen Durrant, Joy
Ellis and LJ Ross. If you love to read gripping detective thrillers with flawed characters and police procedurals with shocking twists and a noir
flavour, then the DI Hogarth Darkest series is for you. Readers have described the Darkest series as pefect for fans of British crime thrillers,
Female detective novels, British crime mysteries, Police Procedurals, Heist thrillers and Noir Thrillers. The DI Hogarth Darkest series Double
Bill Boxed Set One - two novels you won't be able to put down. The Setting: Southend-on-sea, Just over an hour from London. A tough and
densely packed suburban town sandwiched between the sparkling Thames Estuary and a semi-rural hinterland of fields and marshes. A
place where wealth and glamour sit cheek-by-jowl with addiction, poverty and crime. When he transferred to the Essex coast, ex-Met
Detective Joe Hogarth might have imagined he was signing up for sun, sea and semi-retirement. But the merry hell of Southend might just
have him beat. It's a good thing this DI doesn't know when to quit... THE DI HOGARTH DARKEST SERIES BOXED SET 1: THE DARKEST
LIES THE DARKEST GRAVE BOXED SET 2: THE DARKEST DEED THE DARKEST TRUTH OTHER SERIES BY SOLOMON CARTER
LONG TIME DYING series featuring private investigators Eva Roberts and Dan Bradley THE LAST LINE LUCK AND JUDGMENT LONDON
CALLING THE FINAL TRICK For more information visit SolomonCarter.net
‘Bloody brilliant... I was hooked.’ Ginger Book Geek ????? ‘Omg!! What an amazing and thrilling story!!!’ Goodreads reviewer ?????
‘Gripping.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Twist after twist after twist!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘All the stars from me.’ Rona Halsall ?????
‘I have never, ever read a whole book in one day… until now.’ Booked Up Girl ????? When a beautiful, local teenage girl is found strangled in
the cold, dark woods a mile from town. The prime suspect is the seemingly-gentle drifter who found Tanya’s body. Detective Finnegan Beck,
recently demoted from his high-powered job in Dublin and relocated in disgrace to the small Irish town of Cross Beg, is the police officer in
charge, and he seems to be the only person who can’t escape the feeling that Tanya wasn’t killed at random. As he digs deeper into the
shadows of Cross Beg, he begins to realise it isn’t the sleepy backwater he’d first believed. Everyone here has something to hide. Tanya
had a boyfriend, whose name no one knew. A best friend with a loose relationship with the truth. And a habit she thought she’d kept hidden
from everyone. But, just as Beck believes he is making progress, the body of one of the suspects is found drowned in the river. Is the killer
just getting started? Everyone in the town seems to have something they would die to protect. But who has a secret they’d kill for? This
debut novel from a powerful new Irish voice is the first in a gripping series that will feature the brilliant, haunted Detective Finnegan Beck who
won’t rest until justice is found. Perfect for fans of LJ Ross, Joy Ellis and Patricia Gibney. Readers are loving Where She Lies: ‘Bloody
brilliant... Oh my goodness me... one seriously, fantastically and brilliantly written book with cracking characters and cracking storylines. I was
hooked on this book from the first moment I met Detective Finnegan Beck... addictive... simply unputdownable... the pages were turning that
quickly that it was almost as if the pages were turning themselves... the world could have ended and I wouldn’t have known... several times
that I almost found myself reading through my fingers... In short, I totally and utterly flipping well loved reading ‘Where She Lies’... simply
outstanding... a very well deserved 5* out of 5*.’ Ginger Book Geek ‘A page-turning, don't-put-it-down, yes-you-will-be-up-all-night kind of
read… amazing!’ SPW Writes, 5 stars ‘Reminds me a lot of Harry Bosch.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Gripping... pulls you in, from the very
beginning right till the end... keeps you guessing till the end... unrelenting pace... excellent writing... The needle of suspicion keeps moving
from one suspect to another... thrilling... If you loved the detective series of Harry Bosch or Cormoran Strike, you will enjoy this one.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent ... this was one I couldn't put down... jaw-dropping. ’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Gripping… deserves more
than the 5 stars.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Powerful… riveting ... stunning.’ Plucked from the Stacks, 5 stars ‘If you like Harry Hole
Series by Jo Nesbø, you shouldn't miss this one... gripping.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Cracking... made me tear through the pages... I
thought I knew whodunnit it. I wasn’t even close! ... gripping.’ Between My Lines ‘Started with a bang and just kept going! The twists kept
coming... I couldn't put it down. I cannot wait to read more from this author!’ Goodreads reviewer, ‘Brilliant.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘Tense, powerful and emotional... gripped my attention from the very first page and I couldn’t tear my eyes away... fantastic.’ Stardust Book
Reviews, 5 stars ‘Excellent... I was hooked... I can't wait to return to Detective Beck and his story.’ Star Crossed Reviews ‘It's hard to
believe this is a debut novel! ... Finnegan feels like a character you've known for years, who has had his troubles and is now facing the results
... not only flawed, but brilliant (think PBS' Sherlock Holmes).’ Bless Their Hearts Mom, 5 stars ‘Had me gripped ... a page turner.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent... 5 stars read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Will I be reading book 2? Yes definitely.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm
‘Crikey, I wasn't expecting the bad guy to be HIM! ... I was pulled into the story from the very beginning and every time I had to put the book
down, I couldn't wait to pick it up again... All the stars from me and looking forward to the rest of the series.’ Rona Halsall, 5 stars
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